Accessibility

What is a Bus Stop?
Agree

Disagree
List of what is
actually at the
stop - shelter
pole, etc languages and
accessibility

Geocoding,
accessibility info etc.
will surely be included
in logical stop data.
The logical stop should
be a reflection of the
physical one in an ideal
world.

name codes
identifiers
important
type of
stop/mode
used
HAR/Etc

Principally NaPTAN
data - recorded in one
place - what's there
physically - what's on
the ground unmarked - assets are
non-NaPTAN

Virtual bus
stop - custom
and practise
Could a logical
bus stop be
called a "NonPhysical Bus
Stop" ?

What would change for you?

If I could I would ...

LM (NSC) Opportunity to
appraise network in
a new way,
particularly in rural

LM (NSC) Greater visibility
of full accessibility
from end-to-end
for all parties

Use the data to allow
route planning for
wheelchair users

In Schema
documentation version of
NaPTAN

Would
provide - can't
get out in any
format from
system
List of what is
actually at the
stop - shelter
pole, etc languages and
accessibility

System is
Omnibus
system

API could be
useful in
future for a
find my
nearest stop

Can open in a
spreadsheet
Readability

CSV useful when XML is
a pain
Homebrew
systems and
readable is
good

CSV is easily
queryable/loadable

NUPTIG? =
NPTG
GUI based

Take it away
and do
something

Ideally we would like
options for everything
or selections.
However it is
important existing
formats continue to
be supported

Mod
date/time
should be
on XML

Communications
get better

Contact list for
NaPTAN - central
contact - and
farmed out cautious about
names

Currently the system supports
selection by area, and gives you
everything for that area. This
seems robust. Add updates if
there's sufficient demand, but
don't retire the ability to
download the whole picture.

EVERYTHING
with a last
updated field

Query on a stop
or information last updated
when updates
made for each
record

Embed
NaPTAN data
into other
datasets in a
SQL database

It's definitely to replace Itoworld,
but also to replace the feedback
which the regional Traveline
systems gave. We don't get the
same feedback from the national
site (TIL) and Traveline SouthEast
has closed its doors.

New tool
needs to be
as good as
Ito World

ensure no
data lost in
central
system

Passenger is
useful but not
as good as
Ito World

What Checking?

How?

Data so
much better
than use to
be
Look at stops that
are suddenly
misplaced by a
great degree - can
make journey
planners do
"wrong" journeys

Operators not
taken updates
frequently - faced
with new NaPTAN
source as older
used for route
planning

Regret the demise something in it's place

Version of data
someone has
built something
on? Update to
the lastest one
asap

Downloader - for
creating data for
Traveline and local
authorities - only when
it goes into field contact local as the
stop suddenly in a
field

TfGM - remove stop fails traveline checks downloading users not able to see where
went wrong - long
feedback loop

Keep data in good
order - updating
frequently - 3-4
months a lot of churn
in that time
Update weekly to sync
with Traveline build
cycle

Rely on Traveline metric using a stop not in
NaPTAN - and Ito World not just one error - see
hundreds - Error for stop
in water, not in 50m of
road, locatlity being long
and thin - overlapped
other localities

Presented to
people - backed
by DfT worried by
data quality presented with list
of "wrong" which
were ok

A lot of hassel in
DfT - saying
data cobblers a lot of false
positives

False
positives don't know
why involved

Passenger
developed tool
to check out
stop locations composite of
internal tools

Came outta last week and replaced with

Using for long time
- functionality fab lot of help - if in sea
etc - without it gotta be as good
as if not better

Links to google and
open street
mapping replacement needs
to have same
functionality

Never go
backwards
in
functionality

Staffordshire told ajoining
authorities for
Travelline if
move stops or
deleted

Frequent metrics help
keep data in good
order - cross
boundary services using London Data a
bit - feedback for any
other data consumer

Much better data
than it used to be e.g. lots of London
pointed due north now fixed - using
systems

System used (?)
element of stop data
being changed locally
- changing things
within schedule
systems - making sure
prevent tweaks

Tweaks = name of stop
Charles St CA - on RT
system - CA may not be
included, or is in another
field that system doesn't
bring up - bodge common
name and have to redo
after download and import
new NaPTAN

How usable is NaPTAN data?

What's an Alert?

Gary Leak at
West Midland
- National
Feedback
needed

West midlands - getting a
survey - supplying to the
region

PTIC contact list

We need to
do more
with
Acessibilty

Support for
Accessibility in
NaPTAN v2.1 is not
within the schema.
Need to move to
2.5 for support.

Ito World

One thing!

Major issues and
not misused

Survey
everything.

Stops landed in
the sea - makes
crediability of the
whole system in
question

How much work?

Everything? Selections? Updates?

LM (NSC) - XML is
powerful and has
huge benefits in
data provision, with
an element of
future proofing

Unified
contact list
around
changes

Involved with RT system
in Leistershire - used
NaPTAN to populate
system - missing by local
knowledge

Processes
behind the
scenes to
improve the
quality of the
data

LM (NSC) - JSON
would be useful as
would more
functional XML
readers that
simplify and allow
simple editting

Import tool
is XML
happy

Bus Operators
taking calls from
passengers useful for
operators

How would you?

Validations before using

Parish council not
informed county council

Using for
small
number of
stops

Need full xml as now so
no need to change
processes. Deltas might
help more often.

List of stops
that users have
complained
about as
inaccessible

Another project
within the DfT data
team - access nodes
- highways data and
roads junctions
NaPTAN for roads...

Data Validation/Data Checking
API

Download in CSV

We do not look after all
footpaths/surrounding
areas of stops in our
areas so would need to
collaborate with LA's

Accessibility

Dummy stops
for HAR areas not a patch of
DRT - virtual
grass - for
stops to (uber
timing points by bus) fully flex
within areas

XML/CSV (JSON?)
CSV/XML Nationally
Are essential when
looking at processing
national data

LM (NSC) Highlight
concerns to end
user if stop has
accessibility
concersn

Exclude
inaccessible
stops from
journey planning
results

Downloading Files
Please do not retire old file
types like CSV. They may not be
fashionable, but they're still in
use. We have nothing that uses
JSON currently, but wouldn't
object if it was added.

We already hold some
information about the
footpath layout within our
systems but this not is
written in leymans terms.
This would be a big
untertaking to update all
stop info as we have
1000's of physical stops.

How is
accessible
defined - so how
do you indicate
in NaPTAN?

Alt - needs to be
useful - DfT thinking
with OpenData create something with
a macro - tightly
bound up and can't
run python scripts

Usable/Accessible
from LA
perspective

What are the
time scales?
Dec..

Previous tool vaguely
remember was no where
near as good

Many tests in
Ito - Consider
the value and
what is
missing

Build the
right tests...
consider

Ito's ability to supress errors is
really useful. Suppressed errors
do have to be reviewed though,
otherwise the system is abusable.
The "Manual error" function
served that purpose well though.

Bus bearing - paired
bus stops - single
notional point wanted to record
everything at stop
level - based on
TransModel

Technically error
- bearing looks
odd - doesn't
match road suppress in iTo
world

Manual error
means data
doesn't look
right

Bearing of a stop on a
corner - snap stop to
closet road centre line
- road centre 2 lanes
away - side road single
track - serving A road bearing is the A road

Error alerts to
how the stop
is seen on
systems

Name is strange
BHASVIC - short for
something technically an error
(Brighton, Hove &
Sussex Sixth Form
College,)

Bearings for RTI
predictions and
progressions ticket machine which stop it is
approaching predictions times

Error that
needs fixing
but don't
supress

Adjust bearing and
the 8 points of
compass - ticketer
tracking +/- 40 bearing important to
getting schedule
right

RTI - Real time
information both on bus
and in control
room

